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PREFACE 
 

The European Center for Nanostructured Polymers (ECNP Scarl) is a non-profit limited liability consortium 

formed by the European Network of Excellence "Nanofun-Poly"(FP6 EC). Lodz University of Technology 

is one of the founders and shareholders of ECNP.  

The tradition of the ECNP conference dates back to 2004. The 11th International ECNP Conference 

on Nanostructured Polymers and Nanocomposites and the 7th Conference and Short Course for Young 

Polymer Scientists, scheduled for September 2020 in Łódź, was postponed to September 26-30, 2021. In order 

to maintain contacts and exchange knowledge, it was decided to organize on-line the 1st ECNP Workshop 

on Progress in Nanostructured Polymers. 

The ECNP Workshop will start at 8:20 am on 14/12 and will last one day. This event is especially 

intended for young researchers and students to promote international cooperation. The aim of the Workshop 

will be to review current research topics carried out by ECNP partners and presented as cooperation proposals 

and new joint research projects. 

We are convinced that thanks to the participation of excellent lecturers from leading European research 

centers, the set goals will be achieved. 
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8:20 – 8:40 

Opening: 
Prof. Krzysztof Jozwik, Rector of TUL 
Prof. Malgorzata Szynkowska-Jozwik, Dean of Faculty of Chemistry, TUL 
Prof. Jose Kenny, President of ECNP 
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8:40 – 9:00 M.Sc. Miriam Ferrara 3D printing of high performance polymers for space 

9:00 – 9:20 Dr. Mario Bragaglia 
Thermal live monitoring of FFF printing of PA6: the 
impact of printing conditions on polymer microstructure 
and properties 

9:20 – 9:40 Prof. Debora Puglia Lignin basednanocomposites 

9:40 – 10:00 Prof. Jannick Duchet-
Rumeau 

New Generation of Epoxy Networks 

10:00 – 10:20 Prof. Jean-Charles Majeste Non-linear Flows of Nano-filled Polymers 

10:20 – 10:40 Dr. Arnaud Favier Fluorescent Hybrid Polymer Nanoparticles 
for Bioimaging and Therapeutic Applications 

 10:40 – 11:00 Coffee break 
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11:00 – 11:20 Prof. Brigitte Voit IPF Dresden and its activities in organic and polymeric 
materials for optoelectronic applications 

11:20 – 11:40 Prof. Andreas Fery Supra-colloidal structures for photonics and sensing 

11:40 – 12:00 Prof. Markus Stommel 
Ultra-Thin Metallic Susceptors for Electromagnetic 
Induction Heating to induce chemical reactions 
in high-magnetic fields (>70T) 

 12:00 – 13:40 Lunch break 
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ki
 13:40 – 14:00 Dr. Rebeca Hernández Nanostructured self-assembling polymer materials 

and gels 
14:00 – 14:20 Dr. Maria Rosa Aguilar Polymer nanoparticles for biomedical applications 
14:20 – 14:40 Dr. Javier Carretero-Gonzalez Rechargeable nanostructured polymers activated by CO2 

14:40 – 15:00 Dr. Maialen Chapartegui 
“BUCKYPAPERS” – MWCNT continuous sheets 
for the manufacture of novel nano-enabled products 

15:00 – 15:20 Dr. Oana David Polymeric membranes for gas separation 

 15:20 – 15:40 Coffee break 
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sk

a 15:40 – 16:00 Prof. Miroslava Duskova-
Smrckova 

Macromolecular networks and gels in hydrogels 
and coatings 

16:00 – 16:20 Dr. Patrycja Bober Polypyrrole composites- enhancement of electrical 
conductivity 

16:20 – 16:40 Dr. Hynek Benes 
Roles of immobilized ionic liquid on synthesis 
and properties of biodegradable nanocomposites 

 16:40 – 17:00 Coffee break 

Pi
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i 17:00 – 17:20 Prof. Beata Luszczynska Smart interfaces- role of the interlayers in organic 

electronic devices 

17:20 – 17:40 Prof. Marcin Kozanecki 
Polymer and hybrid (nano)materials for electronic and 
medical purposes - synthesis, properties and applications 

17:40 – 18:00 Dr. Krzysztof Halagan Macromolecular simulations of brushes, bottle brushes 
and polymer networks using cooperative dynamics 

 18:00 – 19:00 Discussion and closing remarks (Jacek Ulanski and all partners) 
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  3D printing of high-performance polymers for space 

Marianna Rinaldi1,2, Lucia Pigliaru3, Lorenzo Paleari1,2, Miriam Ferrara1,2, Francesca Nanni1,2 
e-mail: miriamferrara1010@gmail.com 

1 Dept. of Enterprise Engineering, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, via del Politecnico 1, 00133 Rome (Italy) 
2 INSTM – ItalianInteruniversity Consortium on Materials Science and Technology, RU Roma Tor Vergata, 

via del Politecnico 1, 00133 Rome (Italy) 
3 ESA/ESTEC European Space Agency NL-2200AG, Noordwijk, (The Netherlands) 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology has brought about a whole new dimension of manufacturing possibilities 
in different industries, with aerospace being particularly eager to adopt it. High-performance thermoplastic polymers, 
such as polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and polyetherimide (PEI), can be used in various space applications due to 
their high mechanical properties, low density, and low outgassing properties. High-performance polymers could 
replace conventional metallic counterparts due to their superior strength and stiffness-to-weight ratios. The space 
industry continues to demand new innovative polymeric materials to reduce weight, increase payload capacity, 
increase operational range, and enhance the mechanical performance of structures. 

Among the high-performance thermoplastic polymers, PEEK and their composites have been proved 
to be processable via Additive Manufacturing, mainly via  Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), enabling the production 
of parts both on-ground and out-of-earth [1].  

To broaden the application of 3D printed polymeric structure, PEEK has been mixed and blended with different 
micro and nanofillers (i.e. using carbon nanotubes, magnetite, NdFeB powder, and reduced 5rapheme oxide) to obtain 
composites and nanocomposites with bespoken functional properties such as electrical conductivity, thermal 
conductivity, soft and hard magnet properties, absent or entirely different from the one of pure polymer [2-4]. 
The obtained results are proved to be an interesting alternative to traditional materials for several possible space 
applications [5-7] (e.g. thermal protection system, electromagnetic devices, magnetic shielding, or and sensors) being 
lighter, resistant to corrosion [8] and keeping their high mechanical performance. 

 

 

 

 
[1] Rinaldi, M.; Ghidini, T.; Cecchini, F.; Brandao, A.; Nanni, F. Additive layer manufacturing of poly (ether ether ketone) via FDM. Compos. 

Part B Eng. 2018, 145, doi:10.1016/j.compositesb.2018.03.029. 
[2] Pigliaru, L.; Rinaldi, M.; Ciccacci, L.; Norman, A.; Rohr, T.; Ghidini, T.; Nanni, F. 3D printing of high performance polymer-bonded PEEK-

NdFeB magnetic composite materials. Funct. Compos. Mater. 2020, 1, doi:10.1186/s42252-020-00006-w. 
[3] Rinaldi, M.; Puglia, D.; Dominici, F.; Cherubini, V.; Torre, L.; Nanni, F. Melt processing and mechanical property characterization 

of high-performance poly(ether ether ketone)–carbon nanotube composite. Polym. Int. 2017, 66, doi:10.1002/pi.5451. 
[4] Rinaldi, M.; Cecchini, F.; Cherubini, V.; Nanni, F. New Polymeric Composite Materials For Additive Layer Manufacturing: An Overview 

Of Recent Industrial Applications. In Proceedings of the EUPOC 2017; Gargnano (Garda Lake – Italy), 2017. 
[5] Rinaldi, M.; Nanni, F. SCAMP project: Smart Components made via Additive Manufacturing of Polymers Available online: 

http://dii.uniroma2.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Progetto-SCAMP-info-sito-web-Dipartimento-Ing-Impresa-Tor-Vergata.pdf. 
[6] Rinaldi, M.; Paleari, L.; Ferrara, M.; Pigliaru, L.; Cecchini, F.; Lumaca, F.; Nanni, F. Innovative 3D printed soft magnets for satellite electric 

motors. In Proceedings of the 71st International Astronautical Congress (IAC) – The CyberSpace Edition; 2020; p. IAC-2020-
C2.5.14x58292. 

[7] Rinaldi, M.; Cecchini, F.; Lumaca, F.; Ghidini, T.; Nanni, F. Additive Layer Manufacturing of polymeric nanosat: a holistic approach. 
In Proceedings of the 71st International Astronautical Congress (IAC) – The CyberSpace Edition, Copyright ©2020 by the International 
Astronautical Federation (IAF). All rights reserved.; 2020. 

[8] Pigliaru, L., Rinaldi, M., Allegranza, C., (...), Rohr, T., Ghidini, T. Long Term Storage Issues of NdFeB magnets: Coatings and PEEK/ 
NdFeB composites as alternative approaches. 2018 Proc. Int. Astronaut. Congr. IAC2018. 
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Thermal live monitoring of FFF printing of PA6: the impact of printing conditions 
on polymer microstructure and properties 

Mario Bragaglia1, Matteo Sgrulletti, Lorenzo Paleari1, Sabino Giarnetti2, Francesca Nanni1 
e-mail: Bragaglia@ing.uniroma2.it 

1 University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, Department of Enterprise Engineering “Mario Lucertini”, 
and INSTM RU Roma-Tor Vergata, via del Politecnico 1, 00133 Rome, Italy 

2 Se.Te.L Servizi Tecnico Logistici srl, via Casamari 6, 00142 Rome, Italy 

Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is one of the most popular additive manufacturing (AM) process that allows 
to produce polymeric pieces having complex designs and geometries unreachable by traditional subtractive process. 
A polymeric filament is forced to pass through a heated nozzle and deposited, in the molten state, layer by layer 
to reach the desired geometry [1]. FFF is very appealing since a low capital investment is needed and the 
manufactured goods can be quickly and easily produced reducing the material waste. Despite the benefits, up to now 
FFF technology is still mostly used in rapid prototyping and it does not find an application in mass production 
preferring the conventional processes [2]. This is due to the fact that there are some limitations in process reliability 
and product quality [3]. Hence, the mechanical properties of 3D printed products are generally lower than that of the 
products manufactured through conventional processes. In particular, among the numerous factor affected 
by processing parameters the cooling rate of the deposited layer is critical since it can vary during the printing. 
Different cooling kinetics can highly influence the microstructure of the polymer causing different degree 
of crystallinity and/or crystalline phase transformation [4]. As consequence, the mechanical properties of the 3D 
printed part will be different layer by layer since the bottom layer may present a higher amount of amorphous material 
with respect to the top layer showing residual thermal stress and some degree of microstructural anisotropy [5]. 
The aim of this work is the optimization of 3D printing of a polyamide 6polymer (PA6) by using both optical 
and infrared cameras as live monitoring sensors during the printing process. The thermal live monitoring has allowed 
to better understand the cooling kinetics during 3D printing, and to correlate the goodness of 3D printing with 
microstructure and mechanical properties. A statistical method (Design of Experiment) has been applied to find 
the most influencing process parameters. The printing parameters have been successively optimized with the aim 
to maximize the mechanical properties and the geometric tolerances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[1] Ligon SC, Liska R, Gurr M, et al (2017) Polymers for 3D Printing and Customized Additive Manufacturing. Chem Rev 117:10212–10290. 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.chemrev.7b00074 
[2] Tofail SAM, Koumoulos EP, Bandyopadhyay A, et al (2018) Additive manufacturing: scientific and technological challenges, market uptake 

and opportunities. Mater Today 21:22–37. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mattod.2017.07.001 
[3] Keleş Ö, Blevins CW, Bowman KJ (2017) Effect of build orientation on the mechanical reliability of 3D printed ABS. Rapid Prototyp. J. 

23:320–328. https://doi.org/10.1108/RPJ-09-2015-0122 
[4] Wolszczak P, Lygas K, Paszko M, Wach RA (2018) Heat distribution in material during fused deposition modelling. Rapid Prototyp. J. 

24:615–622. https://doi.org/10.1108/RPJ-04-2017-0062 
[5] Seppala JE, Migler KD (2016) Infrared thermography of welding zones produced by polymer extrusion additive manufacturing. Addit Manuf 

12:71–76. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addma.2016.06.007 
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Lignin based nanocomposites 

Debora Puglia1,2, Francesca Luzi1,2, José Maria Kenny1,2 
e-mail: debora.puglia@unipg.it 

1University of Perugia, Civil and Environmental Engineering Department, Terni – Italy  
2INSTM Research Unit, Italian Interuniversity Consortium on Science and Technology of Materials, Florence - Italy 

Lignin has recently attracted much attention due to its renewable nature, wide variety of source materials available 
throughout the world, low cost and density, high surface functionality and reactivity. Furthermore, nanocomposite 
approach has emerged in the last two decades as an efficient strategy to upgrade the structural and functional 
properties of natural and/or synthetic polymers. The combination of sustainable polymers with bio-based 
nanostructures opened new perspectives in the self-assembly of nanomaterials for different applications with tuneable 
mechanical, thermal and degradative properties. The advanced lignin modification chemistry has generated a number 
of functional lignin-based polymers integrated with both the intrinsic features of lignin and additional properties 
of polymers, nevertheless limiting the effects to the micro dimension. We started to focus the research on reinforcing 
polymer composites through nanosized lignins and how they could affect, when dispersed in different biopolymers 
(gluten, PLA, PVA, chitosan) [1,2], optical, thermal, mechanical, disintegrability, antioxidant activities 
and antibacterial performance of nanocomposites [3-5]. The potential synergic effect with cellulosic nanostructures [6] 
has been also investigated, demonstrating how this innovative strategy could enlarge the use of green based 
nanoparticles to the food packaging sector. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[1] W. Yang, M. Rallini, M. Natali, J.M Kenny, P. Ma, W. Dong, L.Torre, D. Puglia. Preparation and properties of adhesives based on phenolic 

resin containing lignin micro and nanoparticles: a comparative study”, Materials and Design, 2019, 161, 55-63 
[2] W. Yang, E. Fortunati, D. Gao, G. M. Balestra, G. Giovanale, X. He, L. Torre, J.M. Kenny, D. Puglia, Valorization of acid isolated high 

yield lignin nanoparticles as innovative antioxidant/antimicrobial organic materials, ACS  Sustainable  Chem.  Eng. 2018, 6, 3502−3514 
[3] W. Yang, J. S. Owczarek, E. Fortunati, M. Kozanecki, A. Mazzaglia, G.M. Balestra, J. M. Kenny, L. Torre, D. Puglia, Antioxidant 

and antibacterial lignin nanoparticles in polyvinylalcohol/chitosanfilms for active packaging, Industrial Crops and Products, 94, 800–811. 
[4] Lizundia, E., Armentano, I., Luzi, F., Bertoglio, F., Restivo, E., Visai, L., Puglia, D. (2020). Synergic Effect of Nanolignin and Metal Oxide 

Nanoparticles into Poly (L-lactide) Bionanocomposites: Material Properties, Antioxidant Activity and Antibacterial Performance. ACS 
Appl. Bio Mater. 2020, 3, 8, 5263–5274. doi:10.1021/acsabm.0c00637 

[5] Yang, W., Weng, Y., Puglia, D., Qi, G., Dong, W., Kenny, J. M., & Ma, P. (2020). Poly(lactic acid)/lignin films with enhanced toughness 
and anti-oxidation performance for active food packaging. International Journal of Biological Macromolecules. 144, 102-110, 
doi:10.1016/j.ijbiomac.2019.12.085 

[6] E. Fortunati, W. Yang, F. Luzi, J. M. Kenny, L. Torre, D. Lignocellulosic nanostructures as reinforcement in extruded and solvent casted 
polymeric nanocomposites: an overview European Polymer Journal, 2016, 80, 295–316 
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New Generation of Epoxy Networks 

Jannick Duchet-Rumeau1, Sébastien Livi, Sébastien Pruvost, Jean-François Gerard 
e-mail: jannick.duchet@insa-lyon.fr 

 1Université de Lyon, INSA, UMR CNRS 5223, 17 avenue Jean Capelle, 69621 Villeurbanne Cédex 

Epoxy prepolymers are one of the most important thermosetting polymers due to their excellent properties such 
as their high electrical insulation, their thermal conductivity, and their excellent thermal and mechanical properties [1]. 
All these features make them excellent candidates in a wide range of applications such as coating, adhesives 
and composites [2]. However their low impact resistance due to their high crosslinking density requires the use 
of different modifiers as the block copolymer, thermoplastic or nanoparticles [3].Recently, ionic liquids are appeared 
as new additives to introduce functionalities in epoxy networks by tailoring architectures/morphologies at nanoscale. 
Their excellent properties such as their low volatility, their non-flammability, their good ionic conductivity, their 
excellent thermal stability as well as their versatility since it becomes possible to tune the affinity towards the polymer 
matrix by the control of the chemical nature of the counteranion and/or the cation, bring to the epoxy networks 
a multifunctional character. In this lecture, different routes to describe the functionalization via the IL will be 
highlighted: i) the use of ILs as additives of epoxy-amine or epoxy-anhydride systems [4-5], ii) the use of ionic liquids 
as hardeners of epoxy prepolymer [6] and iii) the synthesis of ionic epoxy monomers based on a bis-imidazoliumsalt. 
This last one allows to substitute bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) thus avoiding the use of highly toxic 
and carcinogenic bisphenol A and epichlorohydrin products and leading to the generation of greener epoxy networks 
[7, 8]. For each network, the potential of this novel polymer material has been assessed by investigating the effect 
of the IL on the curing behavior as well as the structure-property relationships of the network including thermal 
stability, surface properties, mechanical properties, shape memory behavior and electrical conductivity. 
The innovative design of the ILs monomers offers a wide range of materials able to be processed by 3D and even 4D 
printing, for processing solid state electrolytes with high performance and new functional and thermostable matrices 
for composites. 

 
 
 
 

 

[1] J. P. Pascault, H. Sautereau, J. Verdu, R. J. J. Williams, In ThermosettingPolymers; Marcel Dekker: New York (2002).  
[2] W. Zhang,J. Duchet-Rumeau,JF Gérard“Effect of epoxy matrix architecture on the self-healing ability of thermos-reversible interfaces based 

on Diels-Alder reactions : demonstration on a carbon fiber/epoxy microcomposite »RSC Advances  6 (115) 114235-114243(2016). 
[3] B.G. Soares, A.A. Silva, A.P. Sollymossy,; R.A. Braga,J. Duchet-Rumeau, «Assessing the nanoscale structure of clay epoxy nanocomposites 

by tuning the physicochemical and processing conditions» Applied Clay Science 83-84, 244-252 (2013). 
[4] B.G. Soares, S. Livi, J.Duchet-Rumeau, J.F. Gérard «Preparation of epoxy/MCDEA networks modified with ionic liquids »Polymer 53 (1) 

60-66 (2012). 
[5] M. Leclère,S. Livi, M.Maréchal,L. Picard,J. Duchet-Rumeau «The properties of new epoxy networks swollen with ionic liquids» 

RSC Advances (2016) 6 (61), 56193-56204 (2016). 
[6] TKL Nguyen, S. Livi,B. Soares, S. Pruvost, J. Duchet-Rumeau, J.F. Gérard «Ionic Liquids : A new Route for the design of Epoxy 

Networks»ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng. 4 (2), 481-490 (2016) 
[7] Livi, S.; Chardin, C.; Lins, L.; Halawani, N.; Pruvost, S.; Duchet-Rumeau, J.; Gerard, J.F.; Baudoux, "From Ionic Liquid Epoxy Monomer 

to Tunable Epoxy-Amine Network: Reaction Mechanism and final properties"J. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering 7, 3602-3613 
(2019) 

[8] A. Radchenko, H. Chabane, B. Demir, D. Bernhardt, J. Duchet-Rumeau, J-F. Gérard, J. Baudoux, S. Livi, New Epoxy Thermosets Derived 
from Bisimidazolium Ionic Liquid Monomer: An Experimental and Modelling Investigation, ACS Sustainable Chem. Eng., soumise (2020) 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.0c03832 

[9] Alexei V. Radchenko,   Jannick Duchet-Rumeau,   Jean-François Gerard,   Jerome Baudoux  and  Sebastien Livi   Cycloaliphatic Epoxidized 
Ionic Liquids as New Versatile Monomers for the Development of Shape memory PIL Networks by 3D printing? Polymer Chemistry (2020) 
https://doi.org/10.1039/D0PY00704H 
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Non-Linear Flows of Nano-Filled Polymers 

Jean-Charles Majesté1 

e-mail: majeste@univ-st-etienne.fr 

1 Université de Lyon; CNRS, UMR 5223, Ingénierie des Matériaux Polymère; 
Université de Saint Etienne, Jean Monnet, F-42023, Saint Etienne, France. 

Among the four core scientific areas of expertise of the IMP laboratory, the team "Structure and Rheology 
of Polymers: Process and modeling" aims to develop a knowledge base in the field of rheology and polymer 
processing with the fundamental objective of understanding and controlling the relationships in the triptych structure / 
rheological properties / processing. The team proposes and structures a set of skills as new experimental methods 
of characterization, theoretical analyses and development of new forming processes. All of these skills are put into 
situation in the response to societal challenges in strong interaction with the industrial environment (Recycling 
of Polymer materials, Natural and Bio-sourced Materials, Lightening of structures...) and enhanced by patents, 
the creation of startups or the creation of joint laboratories with industrial partners. 

One focus in this team is the understanding and the modeling of the behavior of filled polymers 
in complex flows in relation with process. These systems are of important industrial interest due to applications 
in many sectors such as automotive, packaging, electrical and electronics and many more sectors. Filler particles are 
often added to tailor properties such mechanical properties, electrical properties as well as rheological properties 
for improved processability. It is a well-established fact that addition of filler particles modifies the rheological 
properties [1], and the composite system behaves different to that of the pure matrix. 

In the linear viscoelasticity regime, for micro-composites, the so-called stress amplification in the matrix stems 
from hydrodynamic interactions which results in enhanced viscoelastic properties. However, when the particles have 
nanometric sizes, the increase of the specific surface generally leads to gelation of the system related to the attractive 
interactions between nanoparticles. The particle network is generally out of equilibrium and can form and break up 
when submitted to non linear shear flow (Payne effect). All these mechanisms have been widely studied in the 
literature as well as in our laboratory [2-4]. 

On the other hand, the behavior of these systems under elongational flow remains poorly known although this 
stronger non-linear flow is present in many processes (thermoforming, blow molding, film blowing, convergent flow 
in injection process...). 

It will be presented a series of experimental and theoretical results performed in our lab on the behaviour 
of nano-filled thermoplastic polymers under uniaxial elongational flow. Examples will be given to highlight the 
similarities and differences between micro and nano-filled systems from an experimental point of view. Several model 
systems have been studied and reveal typical behaviors of filled systems under non-linear flow. Moreover, 
the modification of the filler/polymer interface is at the origin of additional mechanisms whose microscopic origin 
will be presented [5-8]. Finally, the understanding of the mechanisms at the scale of a cluster of particles will allow us 
to propose a modeling in a mean-field fashion which consider the complexity of local flows in the surrounding of the 
clusters. 

 
[1] J.C. Majesté, Chap 3, in Rheology and Processing of Polymer Nanocomposites; Wiley: Hoboken, New Jersey 
[2] C. Carrot, J.C. Majeste, B. Olalla, et al, Rheologica Acta, 2010, 49 (5), 513-527 
[3] J.C. Majeste, C. Carrot, B. Olalla, R. Fulchiron, internal reorganization of agglomerates as an explanation of energy dissipation 

at very low strain for heterogeneous polymer systems, Macromolecular Theory And Simulations, 2012, 21 (2), 113-119 
[4] J.C. Majeste, F. Vincent, A kinetic model for silica-filled rubber reinforcement, Journal Of Rheology, 2015, 59 (2), 405-427 
[5] M. Yrieix; F. Da Cruz-Boisson, J.C. Majeste, 2016, 87,  90-97 
[6] M. Yrieix, J.C. Majeste, Correlation of silane grafting density with rheological properties of silica filled rubber: Coupling of flow 

and temperature, European Polymer Journal, 2017, 94, 299-310 
[7] G. H. Trinh, M. Desloir, F. Dutertre, J.C. Majesté, F. Dalmas, G. P. Baeza, Isostructural softening of the filler network 

in SBR/silica nanocomposites, Soft Matter, 2019, 15 (15),   3122-3132 
[8] G. Baeza, F. Dalmas, F. Dutertre, J.C. Majesté, Isostructural softening of vulcanized nanocomposites, Soft Matter, 2020, 16 (13),   3180-3186 
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Fluorescent Hybrid Polymer Nanoparticles 
for Bioimaging and Therapeutic Applications 

Arnaud Favier1, Salim Adjili1, Cristina Cepraga1, Barbara Casteleiro1,2, Carlos Baleizao2, José Paulo Farinha2, 
Catherine Ladavière1, Marie-Thérèse Charreyre1 

e-mail: arnaud.favier@univ-lyon1.fr 

1Univ Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, INSA de Lyon, Universit Jean Monnet Saint-Etienne, CNRS, 
Laboratoire Ingénierie des Matériaux Polymères, UMR5223, F-69621 Villeurbanne, France. 

2Centro de Química Estrutural (CQE), Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (IN), 
Instituto Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon, Portugal 

IMP laboratory (Ingénierie des Matériaux Polymères, imp.cnrs.fr, Lyon, France) is dedicated to fundamental and 
applicative research covering the different disciplinary fields of polymer science. In addition, interdisciplinary 
activities are devoted to polymers for sustainable development and for lifesciences. In the latter case, projects are 
conducted within three main areas: Polysaccharides and materials for regenerative medicine, Colloïds for health and 
Fluorescent probes for bio-imaging. 

Our group is actively involved at the interface between polymer chemistry and biology for many years, with 
expertise in RAFT controlled radical polymerization [1]. Well-defined polymer probes are synthesized for various 
bio-imaging and therapeutic applications mainly in infectiology and oncology. These new probes combine 
biocompatible and multifunctional polymers with organic and inorganic chromophores. They exhibit many advantages 
such as controlled size and structure, solubility in aqueous media, improved brightness and photostability, tunable 
photo-physical properties, conjugation with bio-targeting entities (e.g. lipid, peptides, proteins) [2]. 

Far-red and near-infrared (FR/NIR) bioprobes are particularly attractive since, in this wavelength range, 
penetration depth of light into biological tissue is improved and auto-fluorescence is limited. However, such molecular 
or inorganic probes are often poorly soluble and stable in aqueous biological media. An alternative is thus to associate 
them with water-soluble and multifunctional polymers. Furthermore, it offers the opportunity to concentrate 
chromophores locally to obtain highly active bio-probes for both imaging and therapeutic applications. 

In recent years, we have developed several approaches to combine FR/NIR chromophores 
with polymers with controlled size and functionality, either as conjugates or nanoparticles [3]. As it will be shown, 
the resulting polymer and hybrid probes (e.g. polymer/gold hybrids) are soluble and highly biocompatible. The type 
of chromophore can be varied, for instance fluorophores and photosensitizers that are efficiently excited with a high 
resolution by two-photon absorption. Applications range from deep imaging in thick tissues or in vivo, super-
resolution microscopy, to photodynamic therapy (PDT). 

 
 
 

 
[1] A. Favier, A., B. de Lambert, M.-T. Charreyre, Toward New Materials Prepared via the RAFT Process: From Drug Delivery 

to Optoelectronics, [in:] C. Barner-Kowollik (ed.) Handbook of RAFT Polymerization, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, 2008, 483. 
[2] S. Adjili, S., A. Favier, G. Fargier, A. Thomas, J. Massin, K. Monier, C. Favard, C. Vanbelle, S. Bruneau, N. Peyriéras, 

C. Andraud, D. Muriaux, M.-T. Charreyre Biomaterials, 2015, 46, 70. D. Duret, A. Grassin, M. Henry, T. Jacquet, F. Thoreau, 
S. Denis- Quanquin, J.-L. Coll, D. Boturyn, A. Favier, M.-T. Charreyre Bioconjugate Chemistry 2017, 28, 2241. T. Berki, 
A. Bakunts, D. Duret, L. Fabre, C. Ladavière, A. Orsi, M.-T. Charreyre, A. Raimondi, E. van Anken, A. Favier ACS Omega 2019, 4, 12841. 

[3] C. Cepraga, A. Favier, F. Lerouge, P. Alcouffe, C. Chamignon, P.-H. Lanoe, C. Monnereau, S. Marotte, E. Ben Daoud, J. Marvel, 
Y. Leverrier, C. Andraud, S. Parola, M.-T. Charreyre Polymer Chemistry 2016, 7, 681. M. Daniel, L. Dubreil, R. Fleurisson, 
J.-P. Judor, T. Bresson, S. Brouard, A. Favier, M.-T. Charreyre, S. Conchon Scientific Reports 2020, 10, 17546. C. A. Provost, 
C. Rousset, L. Bourdon, S. Mezhoud, E. Reungoat, C. Fourneaux, T. Bresson, M. Pauly, N. Béard, L. Possi-Tchouanlong, 
B. Grigorov, P. Bouvet, J.-J. Diaz, C. Chamot, E.-I. Pécheur, C. Ladavière, M.-T. Charreyre, A. Favier, C. Place, K. Monier Scientific 
Reports 2019, 9, 17967. 
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IPF Dresden and its activities in organic and polymeric materials 
for optoelectronic applications 

Brigitte Voit1 

e-mail: voit@ipfdd.de 

1Leibniz-Institute of Polymer Research Dresden, HoheStrasse 6, 01069 Dresden, Germany 

The Leibniz-Institut für Polymerforschung Dresden e.V. (IPF) is a public polymer research facility which addresses 
polymer science in an holistic interdisciplinary approach for knowledge based development of structural and 
functional materials for enabling technologies. The approach covers synthesis and modification of polymer materials, 
(nano)composites and (bio)hybrids, their characterization and theoretical investigation up to processing and testing 
for needs in (bio)medicine, energy, mobility, and communication technologies. Accordingly, the IPF is divided in 5 
institutes: Macromolecular Chemistry (IMC, Prof. Voit), Physical Chemistry and Physics of Polymers (IPC, Prof. 
Fery), Polymer Materials (IPW, Prof. Stommel), Biofunctional Polymeric Materials (IBP, Prof. Werner), Theory 
of Polymers (ITP, Prof. Sommer).  

One focus in the IPF Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, group of Prof. Voit, is the development 
of functional polymeric materials for printed electronics and various optoelectronic applications. The microelectronics 
industry and especially the organic/flexible electronics industry continues to demand new innovative polymeric 
materials. We develop polymeric semiconductor of high charge mobility as very promising, printable and stable active 
materials of printed organic field effect transistors (OFETs) [1]. Controlled polymerization techniques like Kumada-
Catalyst-Transfer-Polycondensation allow to prepare polymeric semiconductors with precision structure under mild 
conditions with very low catalyst amount resulting in very high molar mass products with low defects improving 
performance. Donor-acceptor polymers are fine-tuned in their electronic properties and microstructure by molecular 
composition design as well as by optimized synthesis methods. In addition, specific dopants for polymeric 
semiconductor are being developed [2] as well as very flexible polymeric semiconductors and conducting matrices 
for Maldi-Tof [2]. 

Highly aromatic polymers exhibit usually high thermal and mechanical stability but also limited solubility and 
processability. Introducing branching can solve this limitation allowing to combining excellent material properties 
with the needed requirements for integration of these materials into application. Examples will be given for hb 
polyphenylenes prepared through Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions have been prepared for their use as dielectric 
materials in MOFET as well organic field effect transistors, and for high refractive index materials used 
as outcoupling layers in high performance state-of-the-art phosphorescent red OLED. Conjugation induced thermally 
activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) polymers as promising material in OLED could be further prepared [4]. 

It will be further shown in the group of Petra Pötschkethat conducting polymer nanocomposites, e.g. using 
carbon nanotubes, carbon nanoplatelets and reduced graphene oxide as filler, are an interesting, cost-efficient and easy 
to prepare alternative as active materials for sensoric and thermoelectric application [5]. 

 
 
 

 
[1] Adv. Mater. 2016, 28, 9169; Adv. Mater. 2016, 28, 6003; Chemistry of Materials, 30 (2018) 6801; Nanoscale, 10 (2018) 17131¸Macromol. 

Rapid Commun., 2020, 41, 1900521 
[2] Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1801898; Chem. Commun. 2018, 54 (3), 307; ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces, 2019, 11, 4, 4159 
[3] J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2018, 40, 11416. ChemPlusChem 2019, 84, 1338 
[4] Adv. Funct. Materials, 2016, 26, 2545; Adv. Func. Mater. 2017, 27, 1605051 
[5] Eur.Polymer J. 108 (2018) 461; ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 11 (2019) 35362; ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 12 (2020) 

22088; Nanomaterials 10 (2020) 1140; J. Compos. Sci. 2019, 3 (4), 106; Polymer 2017, 108, 513; Additive Manufacturing 34 (2020) 
101281. 
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Supra-colloidal structures for photonics and sensing 

Andreas Fery1,2 
e-mail: fery@ipfdd.de 

1Institute of Physical Chemistry and Polymer Physics, Leibniz Institut fürPolymerforschung Dresden e.V., 
Hohe Str. 6, 01069 Dresden, Germany 

2Chair for Physical Chemistry of Polymeric Materials, Technical University Dresden 
 

Metallic nanoparticles offer a range of interesting optical and electronic effects. A prominent example is the localized 
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) due to resonant excitations of vibrations of the particles free-electron cloud by 
light. Due to the LSPR, plasmonic nanoparticles provide excellent means for controlling electromagnetic near-fields 
at optical frequencies, which has led to a broad range of applications in various field such as surface enhanced 
spectroscopy, light harvesting or photonics.  

While much research is dedicated to understanding nanoparticle synthesis and tailor their LSPR on the single 
particle level [1], ordering particles on different length scales opens another powerful avenue towards optical 
and electronic functionality. Plasmonic particles can couple locally, altering their LSPR, but as well collective long 
range phenomena can give rise to novel effects. In this context, integrating plasmonic nanoparticles into polymeric 
shells and / or scaffolds opens novel perspectives for solving this technological challenge. In particular we focus on 
scalable approaches for template assisted colloidal self assembly [2]. We discuss the underlying physico-chemical 
principles of assembly and plasmonic coupling effects arising in the assemblies [3]. Finally we discuss perspectives 
for applications in Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy and Photonics, as well as approaches towards tuning 
of plasmonic coupling effects by mechanical strains [4]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[1] Steiner, A. M.; et al., Chemistry of Materials, 2019, 31 (8), 2822-2827.; Mayer, M. et al., Angewandte Chem. Int. Ed., 2017, 56 (50), 15866-

15870; Mayer, M.; et al. Nano Letters, 2015, 15, 5427-5437 
[2] Steiner, A., et al, ACS Nano, 2017, 11(9), 8871–8880, Tebbe, M.; et al. Faraday Discussions, 2015, 181, 243-260; Hanske, C.; et al. Nano 

Letters, 2014, 14 (12), 6863 – 6871 
[3] Mayer, M.; et al. Nano Letters, 2019, 19 (6), 3854-3862.; Mayer, M. et al., Advanced Optical Materials, 2018, 1800564. 
[4] Probst et all, manuscript submitted, Gupta, V.; Probst, P. T., et al. ACS applied materials & interfaces 2019, 11 (31), 28189-28196; Steiner, 

A. M.; et al., ACS Nano, 2017, 11 (9), 8871–8880. 
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Ultra-Thin Metallic Susceptors for Electromagnetic Induction Heating 
to induce chemical reactions in high-magnetic fields (>70T) 

Cordelia Zimmerer1, Markus Stommel1 
e-mail: zimmerer@ipfdd.de 

1Polymer Materials, Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research, Hohe Str. 6, 01069 Dresden, Germany 

Induction heating is widely employed for the heating and bonding of metals. In principle, an alternating 
electromagnetic field induces Eddy current in susceptors, often composed from a metal, which delivers energy in form 
of heat to the surrounding medium. To transfer the macroscopic principle to nanoscopic processing technology and 
interfacial bonding of polymer materials are a challenge. 

Using metal susceptors of a few nanometers in thickness for targeted heating the interface of reactive polymer 
materials is an auspicious strategy. Ultra-thin metallic structures are applied to reduce heating of bulk material, thus an 
increase in bonding process efficiency and protection of heat-sensitive materials. Characterization and optimization 
of susceptor structures regarding their heating efficiency are a major objective. 

A permanent adhesion requires the formation of covalent bonds between polymer materials and inert susceptor 
materials, e.g. silver or gold. Bisphenol-A-based Polycarbonate is an precise engineering material with excellent 
mechanical and optical properties and can be bonded to amines. This reactive system serves as model to develop 
a nondestructive, structure-sensitive analytical method to evidence formation of new covalent bonds. FTIR 
spectroscopic Imaging and multivariate data-analysis seem to be suitable to proof localized heating effect. 
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Nanostructured self-assembling polymer materials and gels 

Rebeca Hernández1, Carmen Mijangos1  
e-mail: rhernandez@ictp.csic.es 

1 Department of Polymeric nanomaterials and Biomaterials. 
Institute of Polymer Science and Technology (ICTP-CSIC) c/ Juan de la Cierva, 3 28006 Madrid, Spain  

The Institute of Polymer Science and Technology (ICTP-CSIC) is a public polymer research facility aimed to the 
scientific and technological advancement of polymeric materials through research and development. Currently, 
the ICTP-CSIC is divided in 5 departments: Polymer Physics, Elastomers and Applications Energy, Polymeric 
Nanomaterials and Biomaterials, Polymeric Physical Chemistry and Applied Macromolecular Chemistry. 

Investigation about gels and nanostructured self-assembling polymer materials is a well-established research 
line in the group of Nanostructured Polymers and Gels group (led by Prof. Carmen Mijangos) within the Department 
of polymer nanomaterials and biomaterials. In this talk, we will show results from this research line including 
1) different methods for polymer gelation (through chemical and physical interactions or formation of interpenetrating 
polymer networks among others) [1-3], 2) functionalization through reactions of modification or incorporation 
of nanoparticles for the preparation of nanocomposite polymer hydrogels [4-6], 3) Structure-properties relationship 
in polymer gels at different scales (nano, micro and macro) with emphasis in the determination of the rheological 
properties [7-9], 4) development of advanced applications, mainly in the biomedical field (controlled drug delivery 
and 3D printing) [10–12] and 5) Layer-by-layer assembly as an experimental methodology to obtain gel coatings and 
nanostructured polymer films for biomedical applications [13, 14].  

 
 

 
  
[1] Zamora-Mora, V.; Velasco, D.; Hernández, R.; Mijangos, C.; Kumacheva, E. Chitosan/agarose hydrogels: Cooperative properties 

and microfluidic preparation. Carbohydr. Polym. 2014, 111. 
[2] Burlaka, A.; Salavagione, H.J.; Carretero-Gonzalez, J.; Hernandez, R. Materials Advances and chondroitin sulfate as ion ’ s mobile media. 

2020, 2526–2535. 
[3] Criado, M.; Rey, J.M.; Mijangos, C.; Hernández, R. Double-membrane thermoresponsive hydrogels from gelatin and chondroitin sulphate 

with enhanced mechanical properties. RSC Adv. 2016, 6. 
[4] Rescignano, N.; Hernández, R.; Armentano, I.; Puglia, D.; Mijangos, C.; Kenny, J.M. Inclusion of PLLA nanoparticles in thermosensitive 

semi-interpenetrating polymer networks. Polym. Degrad. Stab. 2014, 108. 
[5] Hernández, R.; Sacristán, J.; Asín, L.; Torres, T.E.; Ibarra, M.R.; Goya, G.F.; Mijangos, C. Magnetic hydrogels derived from polysaccharides 

with improved specific power absorption: Potential devices for remotely triggered drug delivery. J. Phys. Chem. B 2010, 114. 
[6] Hernández, R.; Nogales, A.; Sprung, M.; Mijangos, C.; Ezquerra, T.A. Slow dynamics of nanocomposite polymer aerogels as revealed 

by X-ray photocorrelation spectroscopy (XPCS). J. Chem. Phys. 2014, 140. 
[7] Perez, A.; Hernández, R.; Velasco, D.; Voicu, D.; Mijangos, C. Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) particles prepared by microfluidics 

and conventional methods. Modulated particle size and rheology. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2015, 441. 
[8] Zamora-Mora, V.; Fernández-Gutiérrez, M.; Román, J.S.; Goya, G.; Hernández, R.; Mijangos, C. Magnetic core-shell chitosan nanoparticles: 

Rheological characterization and hyperthermia application. Carbohydr. Polym. 2014, 102. 
[9] Hernández, R.; Sacristán, J.; Mijangos, C. Sol/gel transition of aqueous alginate solutions induced by Fe2+ cationsa. Macromol. Chem. Phys. 

2010, 211. 
[10] Gonzalez, J.S.; Mijangos, C.; Hernandez, R. Polysaccharide coating of gelatin gels for controlled BSA release. Polymers (Basel). 2019, 11. 
[11] Santos, T.C.D.; Hernández, R.; Rescignano, N.; Boff, L.; Reginatto, F.H.; Simões, C.M.O.; de Campos, A.M.; Mijangos, C. Nanocomposite 

chitosan hydrogels based on PLGA nanoparticles as potential biomedical materials. Eur. Polym. J. 2018, 99. 
[12] Zamora-Mora, V.; Fernández-Gutiérrez, M.; González-Gómez, Á.; Sanz, B.; Román, J.S.; Goya, G.F.; Hernández, R.; Mijangos, 

C. Chitosan nanoparticles for combined drug delivery and magnetic hyperthermia: From preparation to in vitro studies. Carbohydr. Polym. 
2017, 157. 

[13] Criado, M.; Rebollar, E.; Nogales, A.; Ezquerra, T.A.; Boulmedais, F.; Mijangos, C.; Hernández, R. Quantitative Nanomechanical 
Properties of Multilayer Films Made of Polysaccharides through Spray Assisted Layer-by-Layer Assembly. Biomacromolecules 2017, 18. 

[14] Lejardi, A.; Hernández, R.; Criado, M.; Santos, J.I.; Etxeberria, A.; Sarasua, J.R.; Mijangos, C. Novel hydrogels of chitosan and poly(vinyl 
alcohol)-g-glycolic acid copolymer with enhanced rheological properties. Carbohydr. Polym. 2014, 103. 
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Polymer Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications 

María Rosa Aguilar1,2, Eva Espinosa-Cano1,2,Y. Portilla3, D.F. Barber3, Julio San Román2  
e-mail: mraguilar@ictp.csic.es 

1Group of Biomaterials, Dep. Of Polymeric Nanomaterials and Biomaterials, 
Institute of Polymer Science and Technology, C/ Juan de la Cierva 3, 28006 Madrid, Spain  

2Networking Biomedical Research Centre in Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine,CIBER-BBN, 28029, Madrid, Spain 
3Department of Immunology and Oncology andNanoBiomedicine Initiative, Spanish National Center for Biotechnology (CNB-CSIC), Madrid 

28049, Spain 

The Biomaterials Group (ICTP-CSIC, www.biomateriales.ictp.csic.es) is a multidisciplinary group with two main 
research lines: the development of new systems for the encapsulation and controlled release of bioactive and 
therapeutic molecules and the development of new scaffolds for tissue engineering. Both lines converge continually, 
giving rise to high-performance biomaterials and medical devices. 

 Chronic inflammation diseases are ranked as the first cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. They also 
cause long-term suffering, disability reduction on the quality of life and high cost to the society. Actual anti-
inflammatory drugs present a limited effectiveness due to their hydrophobicity, low bioavailability, and lack 
of specific targeting. Moreover, anti-inflammatory treatments have associated several side effects limiting their safe 
use in the clinic. Our group has dedicated great efforts to the preparation of more efficient derivatives of these drugs: 
drug conjugates [1], drug combinations showing synergistic effects [2] and nanometric drug delivery systems (NDDS) 
[3,4].  

In this presentation the application of polymer nanoparticles as drug delivery systems for the treatment 
of inflammatory diseases will be presented. In particular, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, NSAID 
(i.e. naproxen orketoprofen) were chemically modified and the methacrylic derivative of the correspondent NSAID 
was prepared (i.e. HNAP or HKT, respectively). These synthetic monomers were used for the synthesis of polymer 
drugs with a pseudo-gradient microstructure by free radical copolymerization with 1-vinylimidazole (VI). These 
amphiphilic pseudo-block copolymers self-assembled in aqueous media by nanoprecipitation forming nanoparticles 
with spherical shape, nanometric size (between 100 and 200 nm) and positive surface charge. These physico-chemical 
properties demonstrated non-toxicity and a fast sequestration by macrophages which favors accumulation and 
retention at inflamed areas. Other hydrophobic drugs were loaded in the hydrophobic core of the nanoparticles 
(e.g. dexamethasone) and the synergistic pharmacological properties were studied in vitro. The combination 
of naproxen and dexamethasone showed a synergistic reduction of Il12b transcript levels which makes this 
combination highly interesting for the treatment of autoimmune/inflammatory diseases, being a cost effective 
alternative to commercial biological treatments as ustekinumab [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
[1] P. Suárez, L. Rojo, A.Gonzalez‐Gomez, J.S. Román Macromolecular Bioscience 2013, 13: 1174-1184 
[2] E. Espinosa-Cano, M.R. Aguilar, Y. Portilla, D.F. Barber, J. San Roman.Macromolecular Bioscience 2020, 20: 2000002 
[3] E. Espinosa-Cano, M.R. Aguilar, Y. Portilla, D.F. Barber, J. San Roman.Pharmaceutics 2020, 12: E723 
[4] H. AlKhoury, E. Espinosa-Cano, M.R. Aguilar, J. S. Roman, F. Syrowatka, G. Schmidt, T. Groth. Biomacromolecules, 2019, 20: 4015-4025 
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Rechargeable nanostructured polymers activated by CO2 

Javier Carretero-González1 

e-mail: jcarretero@ictp.csic.es 

1Institute of Polymer Science and Technology, ICTP-CSIC, Madrid, Spain  

Herein I will describe a series of innovative nanostructured polymers exhibiting high redox activity and water stability 
so then being potential low-cost, rechargeable electrolyte materials for aqueous electrochemical devices. One of the 
novel systems consists of nanoparticles comprising innocuous and functional (including redox) interpenetrated 
macromolecular networks. Remarkably, the addition of carbon dioxide further boosted the electroactive processes. 
A complete study of the physical, chemical and electrochemical properties of these advanced nanostructured 
functional polymeric materials will be presented and the results derived are discussed in the scope of their potential 
application as rechargeable electrolyte materials for polymer batteries. 

 
 
Acknowledgment: 
J.C.G. acknowledges support from the Spanish Ministry of Economy, Industry and Competitiveness (MINECO) 

through a Ramon y Cajal Fellowship (RYC-2015-17722) and the Retos Project (MAT2017-86796-R, 
AEI/FEDER/UE).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
[1] Carretero-González J.; Castillo-Martinez E.; Armand M.; Energy Environ. Sci., 2016, 9, 3521-3530. 
[2] Fernández Benito A., et al., Materials Today Sustainability, 10, 2020, 100048 
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“BUCKYPAPERS” – MWCNT continuous sheets for the manufacture 
of novel nano-enabled products 

Maialen Chapartegui1, Richard Seddon1, Idoia Gaztelumendi1, Sonia Florez1 
e-mail: maialen.chapartegui@tecnalia.com 

1Industry and Transport, TECNALIA, Mikeletegi 2, 20009-San Sebastian, Spain  

Recent activities at Tecnalia have focused on the creation of nano-enabled products based on carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) with applications aimed primarily at composite structures for the transport sector [1]. There is now 
an increasing demand for these products in other sectors such as energy, construction, water treatment and health.  

Previous methods to introduce CNTs into composite structures have identified considerable drawbacks. Early 
research involved direct mixing of the nanotubes with polymer matrices to create the nanocomposites. However, high 
van der Waals forces led to agglomeration of the nanotubes, leading to poor CNT dispersion which resulted in a huge 
increase in the viscosity of the resin system. Manufacturing fibre reinforced composites with liquid technologies 
(infusion, RTM, etc.) also led to CNTs being trapped by the fibre reinforcement during the resin flow, causing 
a “filtering effect” [2].   

To avoid these issues Tecnalia has developed a CNT sheet, or “buckypaper”, manufacturing technology that 
enables the introduction of high localised loadings of CNTs into a structure whilst avoiding all the previous 
drawbacks. The CNT “buckypaper” (BP) interlayer is a low weight sheet consisting of entangled carbon nanotubes 
that has been manufactured in a continuous filtering mode on a pilot plant designed and developed by Tecnalia. This 
pilot plant offers the production of continuous filtered films at scales suitable for industrial uptake and enables the 
manufacturing of buckypapers with widths up to 300 mm and lengths up to 100m. The process enables the control 
of the BP thickness in the range of 30-200 microns and areal weights in the range of 30-200 g/m2. The material has 
a typical porosity of 45 – 75 %, and average pore size of 40-60 nm. Through the control of the thickness, porosity, 
pore size and areal weight it is possible to manufacture material with a range of properties that can be tailored 
to a wide range of applications. 

This presentation summarizes Tecnalia´s activities related to the development of a wide range of industrial 
solutions based on the CNT buckypaper material for applications such as: 

• Enhanced electrical properties for composite structures (e.g. lightning strike protection). 
• Integrated composite heater element (aircraft, passenger vehicles,…) . 
• Flexible SHM sensors (crack development, structural cyclic loading,…).  
• Fire resistant barrier layer. 
• Interlayers and electrodes for more efficient batteries and supercapacitors. 
• Nanofiltration layer for water purification. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[1] FP7 EUproject ELECTRICAL (ACP8-GA-2010-265593); H2020 Project PLATFORM (Grant Agreement: 646307) 
[2] E.F. Reia da Costa, A.A. Skordos, I.K. Partridge, A. Rezai, Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing ,2012, 43(4), 593-602. 
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Polymeric membranes for gas separation 

Oana David1, Miren Etxeberria1 
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Membrane based gas separation processes have gained much attention in the past few decades. Compared 
to conventional gas separation technologies like cryogenic distillation, condensation and amine absorption, membrane 
separation processes have lower energy consumption, relatively small footprint, low mechanical complexity and the 
main advantage of operating under continuous, steady state conditions [1]. 

In order to assess gas separation at large scale, membrane products need to be highly productive. 
For this reason, there are two features that commercial membranes generally meet. First, the membranes are 
asymmetric with a dense and thin (100–200 nm) top layer supported by a thicker porous sublayer. The actual 
membrane is the top layer whose thickness controls the productivity of the membrane. Second, most commercial 
membranes are processed in the form of a fiber (<500 µm) with a hollow interior, because hollow fibers can be 
densely packed at over 10,000 m2 membrane active area in 1 m3 module volumen [2-4] ten times more than for flat 
sheet membranes in plate and frame packaging. Therefore, the fabrication of hollow fibers with an ultrathin and 
defect-free dense selective layer is essential, since permeance and selectivity of the membrane will be determined 
by the quality of the selective layer. However, the thinner the selective layer is, the greater the probability for the 
creation of defects [5-7].  

Membranes are used in several gas separation applications, being the more stablish processes 
the hydrogen recovery (H2/N2, H2/CH4 and H2/CO separation), nitrogen production (O2/N2 separation), natural gas 
treatment (CO2/CH4, H2S/CH4 and He/CH4 separation) and vapor recovery. However, membranes used in these 
applications are based on a small number of polymers, such as polysulfone, polyimides, cellulose acetate 
polyphenylene oxide and silicone rubber [8].  

Polyimides are among the most interesting polymeric materials for gas separation applications due to their good 
trade-off between perm-selectivity and permeability, high thermal and chemical stability, combined with high 
mechanical strength, long durability and their suitability to prepare asymmetric structures [9]. 

There are several potential new applications, such as olefin/paraffin separation, CO2 capture (CO2/N2 and 
H2/CO2 separation) and vapor/vapor separation, were new membrane materials with improved separation properties 
are required. 

In this work we will show experimental results for the preparation of selective and asymmetric hollow fiber 
membranes based on different polyimides (PBI and P84) with and without inorganic fillers for CO2 separation in pre-
and post-combustion CO2 capture applications. 

 
[1] P. Bernardo, E. Drioli, G. Golemme, Membrane Gas Separation: A Review/State of the Art, Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 48 (2009) 4638–4663. 
[2] Wahab, M.F. a; Ismail,  a. F.; Shilton, S.J. Studies on gas permeation performance of asymmetric polysulfone hollow fiber mixed matrix 

membranes using nanosized fumed silica as fillers. Sep. Purif. Technol., 2012, 86, 41–48. 
[3] Husain, S.; Koros, W.J. Mixed matrix hollow fiber membranes made with modified HSSZ-13 zeolite in polyetherimide polymer matrix 

for gas separation. J. Memb. Sci., 2007, 288, 195–207. 
[4] Peng, N.; Widjojo, N.; Sukitpaneenit, P.; Teoh, M.M.; Lipscomb, G.G.; Chung, T.-S.; Lai, J.-Y. Evolution of polymeric hollow fibers 

as sustainable technologies: Past, present, and future. Prog. Polym. Sci., 2012, 37, 1401–1424 
[5] Yampolskii, Y. Polymeric Gas Separation Membranes. Macromolecules, 2012, 45, 3298–3311. 
[6] Peng, N.; Chung, T.-S.; Lai, J.-Y. The rheology of Torlon® solutions and its role in the formation of ultra-thin defect-free Torlon® hollow 

fiber membranes for gas separation. J. Memb. Sci. 2009, 326, 608–617 
[7] Pinnau, I.; Koros, W.J. Gas-permeation properties of asymmetric polycarbonate, polyestercarbonate, and fluorinated polyimide membranes 

prepared by the generalized dry–wet phase inversion process. J. Appl. Polym. Sci.1992, 46, 1195–1204 
[8] M. Galizia, W.S. Chi, Z.P. Smith, T.C. Merkel, R.W. Baker, B.D. Freeman, 50th Anniversary Perspective: Polymers and Mixed Matrix 

Membranes for Gas and Vapor Separation: A Review and Prospective Opportunities, Macromolecules., 2017, 50, 7809–7843. 
[9] Kase, Y. Gas Separation by Polyimide Membranes. Adv. Membr. Technol. Appl., 2008, 581–598.  
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Macromolecular networks and gels in hydrogels and coatings 
Karel’s Invitation to a Journey 

Miroslava Dušková Smrčková 1 

e-mail:m.duskova@imc.cas.cz 

1Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Czech Academy of Sciences, 
Heyrovskéhonáměstí 2, 162 00 Praha 6- Prague, Czech Republic 

On October 30, 2020 at 10:32 in the morning the 
grand heart of professor Karel Dušek peacefully 
stroke for the last time. While this sad news still 
gradually penetrates through the macromolecular 
community, our grieving hearts turn to memories 
of Karel’s continually inspiratory mind. Our thoughts 
dialogue with challenges, ideas, and physical models 
that he would propose with a zeal and great interest 
to know the result.  

Thus today, Karel’s departure has become 
an impetus for this lecture to be given. The goal of the 
lecture is to introduce a fraction of the latest scientific 
contributions of KD in the field of macromolecular 
networks and gels. Last and not least, the lecture is 
a tribute to one of the founders of the ECNP project. 

 
Karel Dušek 

Professor of macromolecular chemistry  
May 6, 1930 – † October 30, 2020 Prague 

 
In the area of swelling of gels [1], recently, KD and MD have revisited the intriguing topic of volume phase 

transition in swollen macromolecular gels – so far theoretically. Although already fifty years have elapsed from the 
prediction of existence of volume phase transition (VPT) in swollen polymer gels by Dušek and Patterson [2] 
and forty years from its experimental discovery by Tanaka [3],the number of papers dealing with this phenomenon 
reached the order of 104since then and keeps increasing. Here, we will show that some swollen gels characterized 
by continuous change of the degree of swelling transform into ones where the degree of swelling changes abruptly – 
gels reveal VPT under acting strain [4]. The external force can make the transition wider and more robust in gels 
where transition is already observed under free swelling condition. The possibility to induce the volume phase 
transition by external stresses can be utilized for finding new stimuli sensitive gels, strengthening of gel response, 
and in modelling of properties of gel constructs by Finite Element Method. 

In the area of functional precursors for coating systems, the investigations are inspired by certain obstacles 
during the application process. The conditions required for chemical drying (= covalent cross-linking) and protective 
ability of thermosetting coatings are quite demanding, especially if drying is to proceed at room or mildly elevated 
temperatures and the coating film is to be tough and hard, like in the case of vehicles repair. Rather than searching for 
new chemistries, the research efforts concentrate on multistep processes in which oligomeric precursors are 
synthesized from small molecules which are then cured with a cross-linker, possibly also oligomerized [5]. The main 
advantages of proceeding via precursors are adjustment of functional group reactivity and speed of cure, optimization 
of the viscosity build-up and pot life related to the gel point, reduction of health hazards by lowering the volatility and 
penetration ability of toxic groups and reducing VOC [6]. Optimization of properties means adjustment of Tg build-up 
and hardness development relative to the reaction speed; these effects are mutually counteractive since reduction 
of segmental mobility reduces considerably reaction rates: indeed, undercured films do not perform well. One of the 
important goals of properties optimization is securing good toughness, because increase of hardness does not mean 
maintaining or increasing toughness. The emerging trend is combination of chemical, covalent cross-linking with 
formation of network of labile, physical bonds. The physical bonds may range from strong dipolar interactions, 
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via hydrogen bonds, to labile chemical bonds studied in connection with self-healing. It is important that not only 
increased thermal fluctuation can lead the rearrangement of thermoreversible, physical network, but also the stress 
fields imposed from outside impact may bring the necessary energy albeit in different frequency range. What 
theoretical methods are available for reaching these goals? A characteristic feature of oligomeric precursors are their 
distributions of molecular weights and composition, and numbers of functional groups of several types. In oligomer 
synthesis, model kinetic experiments characterizing relative rates of individual steps, aided by estimation of group 
reactivities by quantum chemical methods, give input for calculation of the distributions by numerical solution 
of systems of kinetic differential equation. Verification of modelling results by molecular ion mass spectrometry 
(e.g., MALDI-TOF-FT-MS) may also discover side reactions not expected or underestimated by the chemist; the 
reaction scheme is then corrected. Important is that these distributions, preferably in the form of generating functions, 
can be used in the next step – cross-linking of the oligomer. For this stage, we have branching theories available which 
describe evolution of the system in terms of change of molecular weight distribution, the gel, point, sol and gel 
fractions, composition, and concentration of elastically active chains determining the  modulus of elasticity in the 
rubbery state. For estimation of hardness and toughness development, thermomechanical and spectroscopic methods 
should be combined, aided by quantum chemical estimation of H-bond strength, dynamic-mechanical and dielectric 
relaxations, and segmental mobility characterization based on modern Tg-transition theories. 

In this contribution, we will show results along these lines on hydroxy-functional star shaped binders and their 
cross-linking with a tri-isocyanate, as well as a fast curing binder based on oligomers of aspartate type. Already in the 
oligomeric stage, small changes in the initial composition may cause development of side reactions based 
on transesterification or amine ester transformation to amide and alcohol functions. These changes are then transposed 
to the curing stage and may affect properties especially moisture absorption. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[1] Dušek, K.; Dušková-Smrčková, M. Volume phase transition in gels: Its discovery and development. Gels2020, 6, 1–12. 
[2] Dušek, K.; Patterson, D. Transition in swollen polymer networks induced by intramolecular condensation. J. Polym. Sci. Part A-2 Polym. 

Phys.1968, 6, 1209–1216. 
[3] Tanaka, T. Collapse of Gels and the Critical Endpoint. Phys. Rev. Lett.1978, 40, 820–823. 
[4] Dušková-Smrčková, M.; Dušek, K. How to Force Polymer Gels to Show Volume Phase Transitions. ACS Macro Lett.2019, 8, 272–278. 
[5] Dusek, K.; Lewin, L.A.; Huybrechts, J.; Barsotti, R.J. Branching theories and thermodynamics used to help designing precursor architectures 

and binder systems Surface Coatings International Part B : Coatings Transactions Linear acrylic Branched acrylic. 2006, 89, 1–9. 
[6] Dušek, K.; Huybrechts, J.; Dušková-Smrčková, M. Role of Distributions in Binders and Curatives and Their Effect on Network Evolution 

and Structure. In Protective Coatings; Springer International Publishing: Cham, 2017; pp. 3–37. 
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Polypyrrole composites- enhancement of electrical conductivity  

Patrycja Bober1, Islam M. Minisy1, Udit Acharya1, Jiří Pfleger1, Jaroslav Stejskal1 

e-mail: bober@imc.cas.cz 

1Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, Czech Academy of Sciences 

Polypyrrole (PPy) is one of the most known conducting polymers due to its high electrical conductivity, easy 
preparation, biocompatibility and excellent environmental stability [1].The properties of PPy, important for various 
practical applications, e.g. supercapacitors, like conductivity, specific surface area, electroactivity, etc., can be easily 
modified and improved during the synthesis.The addition of organic dyesinto pyrrole polymerization has been found 
to significantly improve its conductivity and modify the morphology. Methyl orange leads to PPy nanotubes with 
conductivity reaching 103 S cm−1 [2], Acid blue 25 added to the polymerization medium guides the formation 
of nanofibers with conductivity of 60 S cm−1[3] and safranin to obtain PPy nanorods with conductivity of 35 S cm−1 
[4].The polymerization temperature was found to have also powerful effect on the conductivity [5]. When the 
polymerization of pyrrole was performed in frozen state (−24 °C), the highest conductivity of 175 S cm–1 was 
achieved forPPy nanorods prepared in the presence of safranin [6].This principle has also been applied to the 
preparation of stable colloids of PPy nanotubes/nanorods, which due to the extended morphology allows for castingthe 
films with conductivity nearly two orders of magnitude higher than those obtained from colloids of ordinary 
PPynanoglobules [7]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Morphology and conductivity of polypyrrole prepared in the presence ofmethyl orange (left) 

and ethyl orange (right). 
 
Conductivity can be also improved when preparing composite materials. The conductivity of the 

PPy/molybdenum disulfide composite with a moderate content of PPy (15–30 wt.%) reached 13 S cm−1, which is 
markedly higher than the conductivity of both the pristine PPy and MoS2, 1 and 10-6 S cm-1, respectively [1]. 
Additionally, the preparation of composite PPycryogelssupported by gelatin results in macroporous materials with 
enhanced conductivity, 18 S cm−1, preserved even upon deprotonation in water under physiological conditions [8]. 
Such PPy composites with increased conductivity can be used in different applications such as electrodes materials, 
supercapacitors, conductive fillers, etc. 

 
[1] U. Acharya, P. Bober, M. Trchová, A. Zhigunov, J. Stejskal, J. Pfleger, Polymer, 2018, 150, 130-137. 
[2] Y. Li, P. Bober, M. Trchova, J. Stejskal, Journal of Materials Chemistry C, 2017, 17, 4236-4245. 
[3] P. Bober, Y. Li, U. Acharya, Y. Panthi, J. Pfleger, P. Humpolíček, M. Trchová, J. Stejskal, Synthetic Metals, 2018, 237, 40-49. 
[4] I. M. Minisy, P. Bober, U. Acharya, M. Trchová, J. Hromádková, J. Pfleger, J. Stejskal, Polymer, 2019, 174, 11-17. 
[5] I. M. Minisy, P. Bober, Macromolecular Rapid Communications, 2020, 17, 2000364:1-5. 
[6] I. Minisy, U. Acharya, L. Kobera, M. Trchova, C. Unterweger, S. Breitenbach, J. Brus, J. Pfleger, J. Stejskal, P. Bober, Journal of Materials 

Chemistry C, 2020, 35, 12140-12147. 
[7] Y. Li, P. Bober, D. H. Apaydin, T. Syrový, N. S. Sariciftci, J. Hromádková, I. Sapurina, M. Trchová, J. Stejskal,Synthetic Metals, 2016, 221, 

67-74.  
[8] P. Bober, Z. Capáková, U. Acharya, B. A. Zasońska, P. Humpolíček, J. Hodan, J. Hromádková, J. Stejskal, Synthetic Metals, 2019, 252, 
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Roles of immobilized ionic liquid on synthesis and properties 
of biodegradable nanocomposites 

Sonia Bujok1, Magdalena Konefał1, Sabina Abbrent1, Ewa Pavlova1, Jan Svoboda1, Olga Trhlíková1, 
Zuzana Walterová1, Jiří Hodan1, Hynek Beneš1 

e-mail: benesh@imc.cas.cz 

1Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, CAS, Heyrovskéhonám. 2, 162 06 Prague 6, Czech Republic.  

Layered double hydroxides (LDH) functionalized with phosphonium-based ionic liquid (IL) as novel 
catalytic/initiating system for ring opening polymerization (ROP) of ε-caprolactone (εCL) has been investigated. 
The progress of microwave-assisted polymerization in the presence of the modified LDH was studied showing the 
anionic mechanism of ROP initiated by the water molecules, which were adsorbed on the LDH surface and 
intercalated in the LDH galleries. The whole polymerization was significantly accelerated by microwave energy, 
which induced molecular rotations of the intercalated IL-anions leading to LDH delamination and exfoliation into 
individual nanosheets, which made the catalytic sites (IL-anions) easily accessible for the εCL molecules. The kinetics 
of microwave-assisted ROP thus showed a 4.6-foldincrease of the reaction rate compared to the polymerization 
performed under conventional heating. Activation enthalpy and entropy were calculated for the microwave-assisted 
polymerizations initiated bythe modified LDH. The use of microwave-active catalytic-initiating LDH nanoparticles 
enables to synthesize the organometallic catalyst-free polycaprolactone (PCL) or, at higher LDH loadings, the highly-
exfoliated PCL/LDH nanocomposites, which are highly desirable for e.g. packaging materials [1]. 

 Moreover, the high capacity of calcinated LDH to immobilize various active molecules together with their 
inherent gas/vapor impermeability make these nanoparticles highly promising to be applied as nanofillers 
for biodegradable polyester packaging. Therefore, we have investigated trihexyl(tetradecyl)phosphonium decanoate IL 
for immobilization on the surface of calcinated LDH. The synthesized nanoparticles were used for the preparation 
of PCL/LDH nanocomposites. Two different methods of nanocomposite preparation were used and compared: 
microwave-assisted in-situ ROP of εCL and melt-blending. The in-situ ROP of εCLin the presence of LDH 
nanoparticles with the immobilized IL led to homogenous nanofiller dispersion in the PCL matrix promoting 
formation of large PCL crystallites, which resulted in the improved mechanical, thermal and gas/water vapor barrier 
properties of the final nanocomposite. The surface-bonded IL thus acted as nanofiller surfactant, compatibilizer, 
as well as thermal stabilizer of the PCL/LDH nanocomposites. Contrary to that, the melt-blending caused a partial 
degradation of the immobilized IL and led to the production of PCL nanocomposites with a heterogenous nanofiller 
dispersion having inferior mechanical and gas/water vapor barrier properties [2]. 
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Smart interfaces- role of the interlayers in organic electronic devices 
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Since years, we are trying to extend our understanding of the nature of physical phenomena occurring in the organic 
semiconductors and the devices with organic active layers, such as: organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [1, 2], 
photovoltaics (OPV) [3, 4], photodiodes (OPD) [5] and field effect transistrs (OFETs) [6]. 

Organic electronics based on soluble materials create prospects for mass and cheap production of new devices, 
such as large-area and lightweight OPVs, OLEDs or OPDs. However, the development of printed organic electronics 
has faced a barrier that results from a lack of full control and understanding of physical and physicochemical 
phenomena at the interfaces [5, 7, 8]. In particular, the performance and lifetime of practically all organic electronic 
devices is affected by the metal-organic interface of the cathode. There is an urgent need to develop solution-
processable and stable cathodes which could replace unstable, vacuum deposited calcium and magnesium cathodes. 
It requires fundamental progress in the understanding of the electrode interface both during the deposition and the 
operation of the device. The most promising way to achieve this goal is an introduction of electrode modifying 
interlayer between the metal, such as silver, and the organic semiconductor of the active layer of the device. 

Herein we will present two examples of successful application of the interlayers significantly improving 
the performance of OPD and OLEDs. In both cases we have used the solution processable compounds. In the case 
of OPD, the introduced interlayer has modified the work function of ITO electrode, what allowed to construct 
photodetector with inverted structure, which characterised with low level of dark current [5]. 

In OLEDs the printing of caesium carbonate interlayers improved the effectiveness of the injection 
of electrons into the active, emissive. Moreover we used the ink-jet printing technique as the method 
of patterning of the emission area of OLEDs [9]. 

 
 

 
[1] M. Kumar, M. Chapran, G. Wiosna-Salyga, P. Sleczkowski, B. Luszczynska, L. Pereira,Insights into Charge Transport in High-Efficiency 

Green Solution-Processed Thermally Activated Delayed Fluorescence Organic Light- Emitting Diodes with a Single Emitting Layer, 
J. Phys. Chem. C 2020, 124, 21935 

[2] A. C, B. Luszczynska, M. Z. Szymanski, J.Ulanski, K. Albrecht, K. Yamamoto, Inkjet printing of thermally activated delayed fluorescence 
(TADF) dendrimer for OLEDs applications, (2019), Organic Electronics2019, 74, 218-227.  

[3] J. Jung, A. Stefaniuk-Grams, J. Ulanski, Photogeneration of Charge Carriers in (Phenyl-C61-butyric Acid Methyl Ester) Mixed with Small 
Amount of Polymers, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2017, 121, 20650 

[4] J.Yuan, Y. Zhang, L. Zhou, G. Zhang, H-L. Yip, T-K. Lau, X. Lu, C. Zhu, H. Peng, P. A. Johnson, M. Leclerc, Y. Cao, J. Ulanski, Y. Li 
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3, 1–12 (2019) 
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non-fullerene photodetectors with reverse structure, Organic Electronics, 2020, 77, 105527 

[6] J. Michels, K. Zhang, P. Wucher, P. Beaujuge, W. Pisula, T. Marszałek, Predictive modelling of structure formation in semiconductor films 
produced by meniscus-guided coating. Nature Materials, 2020,10.1038/s41563-020-0760-2 

[7] A. C,M. Colella, J. L. W. Griffin, J. L Kingsley, N.W. Scarratt, B. Luszczynska, J.Ulanski, Slot-Die Coating of Double Polymer Layer 
 for the Fabrication of Organic Light Emitting Diodes, Micromachines, 2019, 10, 53.  

[8] A. C.M. Z. Szymanski, B. Luszczynska, J. Ulanski, Inkjet Printing of Super Yellow: Ink Formulation, Film Optimization, OLEDs 
Fabrication, and Transient Electroluminescence, Scientific Reports,2019, 9, 8493.  
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Polymer and hybrid (nano)materials for electronic and medical purposes - synthesis, 
properties and applications 
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Modern methods of material synthesis allow for designing products with well controlled architecture and desired 
properties. The most effective in this field are syntheses based on bottom-up strategy. This approach can be applied 
to produce both organic [1] and inorganic compounds [2]. In this lecture two issues will be discussed: (i) well-defined 
hybrid nanomaterials synthesized with use of Atom-Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP) for electrical devices 
and Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, (ii) poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate)-based 
(POEGMA) hydrogels for biomedical and engineering purposes.  

The controlled synthesis of hybrid nanoparticles with use of ATRP methods will be shown. Two strategies 
of nanostructure preparation will be presented. The first one based on the copolymer templates with tailored 
architecture and molecular mass loaded by the suitable precursors allowed to obtained nanomaterials useful for 
flexible organic electronic devices (for gate dielectric layers), or for surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy [3]. 
An alternative approach based on surface-modification of metals or metal oxides by polymer chains will be discussed 
in relation to control preparation of hybrid core-shells nanostructures [4]. 

Currently, POEGMA-based networks are regarded as promising biomedical materials, because of their 
biocompatibility, non-toxicity and possibility to easy control of physical properties. They are also able to form 
thermo-responsive hydrogels with the volume phase transition (VPT) temperature dependent on the length 
of oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) segments [7]. Within the lecture we will show how the architecture (network 
regularity, density and additional “decoration”) impact on the physical properties of POEGMA-based networks and 
hydrogels [6]. The water structure inside the gels, and the mechanism of network hydration will be discussed in detail 
[7]. Influence of some selected non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs on the VPT will be shown [8]. The tendency 
for crystallization found for POEGMAs networks with suitable long OEG segments will be also discussed [9]. 
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The importance of simulation of complex polymeric systems (like multiarm stars, hyperbranched polymers, 
dendrimers, comb-like or dendronized polymers, grafted brushes, polymer gels and networks) is evident. Moreover, 
due to the fact that simulations of polymer blends, melts, solutions and composites (and soft matter in general) are 
pretty challenging – their properties usually involve a variety of time scales and broad range of sizes – there is still 
a large need of dynamic methods that can give some insight into polymer systems properties. This involves diffusive 
behavior, morphology, solvent dynamics, static properties and properties of controlled synthesis process of polymer 
macromolecules. In our department we successfully use Dynamic Lattice Liquid (DLL) model, originally proposed 
by T. Pakula [1]. This is lattice Monte Carlo method treating matter as a coarse-grained system with realistic time 
scale. Algorithm based on DLL model is much faster than molecular dynamics simulation and makes possible 
simulation of large number of grains (no atomistic details) and for low polymerization rates in a reasonable time. 
The unique dynamic properties and parallel nature of DLL gave basis for the idea of massively-parallel simulator – 
ARUZ (Analyzer of Real Complex Systems) [2]. 

In this presentation we show simulation studies with DLL and ARUZ, performed in frame of three project 
founded by Nation Science Centre Poland. In first project (NCN 2014/14/A/ST5/00204), devoted to polymer 
templates used as nanoreactors for metal nanoparticles synthesis, simulations covered: influence of crosslinking 
on network gelation [3], static and dynamic properties of short bottle-brushes [4], polymer stars with highly compact 
multi-functional cores [5], polymer brushes on flat surfaces [6,7] and polymer brushes in pores [8]. In the second one 
(NCN 2017/25/B/ST5/01970) ARUZ machine is used to simulate: polymer double-brush structures and dynamics [9], 
precisely defined bottle-brushes in good solvent conditions and in low solutions which are directly compared with 
experimental studies [10], and diffusion of oligomers inside well-defined polymer matrixes. The last project (NCN 
2017/25/B/ST4/01110) covers simulation of polymer networks synthesis using kinetically controlled radical 
polymerization [11]. 
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